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American Images of China Sep 22 2021 The United States and China are arguably the most globally consequential actors of the early twenty first century, and look set to
remain so into the foreseeable future. This volume seeks to highlight that American images of China are responsible for constructing certain truths and realities about
that country and its people. It also introduces the understanding that these images have always been inextricable from the enactment and justification of US China
policies in Washington, and that those policies themselves are active in the production and reproduction of imagery and in the protection of American identity when
seemingly threatened by that of China. Demonstrating how past American images of China are vital to understanding the nature and significance of those which circulate
today, Turner addresses three key questions: What have been the dominant American images of China and the Chinese across the full lifespan of Sino-US relations? How
have historical and contemporary American images of China and the Chinese enabled and justified US China policy? What role does US China policy play in the production
and reproduction of American images of China? Exploring and evaluating a wide-ranging variety of sources including films and television programmes, newspaper and
magazine articles, the records and journals of politicians and diplomats and governmental documents including speeches and legal declarations this work will be of
great interest to students and scholars of US foreign policy, American politics, China studies and international relations.
Ansel Adams Nov 12 2020 A collection of thirty landscape photographs, and an essay discussing Adams' use of photography as an instrument of environmental advocacy
American Images of China, 1931-1949 Jul 01 2022 In the 1930's and 1940's, the prevalent American view of China was that of a friendly, democratic, and increasingly
Christian state, in many ways akin to the United States. This view was fostered by a wide range of literary, political, and business leaders, including Pearl S. Buck,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Wendell Willkie, Joseph Stillwell, Claire Chennault, and most notably, the powerful publisher of Life and Time, Henry R. Luce. This book shows
how the notion of the Chinese as aspiring Americans helped shape American opinions and policies toward Asia for almost twenty years. This notion derived less from the
reality of Chinese historical or cultural similarities than from a projection of American values and culture; in the American view, fueled by various political,
economic, and religious interests, China was less a geographical entity than a symbol of American hopes and fears. One of the more important consequences was the
idealization of China and the demonization of Japan.
American Images of Korea Jan 27 2022
African Americans of Portland Mar 17 2021 The prolific journey of African Americans in Portland is rooted in the courageous determination of black pioneers to begin
anew in an unfamiliar and often hostile territory. By 1890, the majority of Oregon's black population resided in Multnomah County, and Portland became the center of a
thriving black middle-class community.
American River Canyon Feb 02 2020 The American River Canyon below Auburn is seen as a natural and scenic area but still contains signs of an extensive historical
past. This includes historic bridges and bridge sites dating back to the 1850s. The 1849 Gold Rush brought 75 years of mining that ended after massive dredges worked
the river for its gold in the 1910s. Unique to the canyon is the Mountain Quarries Railroad, which traveled its way across 17 trestles and an elegant, still-standing
concrete bridge to reach the main line in Auburn. The long-stalled Auburn Dam is the latest incarnation of earlier dams, like the 1890s Birdsall Dam that diverted
water for 50 years through the North Fork Ditch to communities downstream.
Cedar Point Jul 09 2020 In 1870, Louis Zistel began ferrying passengers from Sandusky to the Cedar Point Peninsula's beer garden and sandy beaches. In 1888, the Grand
Pavilion was built, housing a massive theatre, bowling alley, photographic studio, and kitchen, and shortly thereafter, the resort's first roller coaster was
installed. George Boeckling transformed the resort into a self-sufficient city and amusement park, but the park suffered badly in the 1930s economic depression.
However, after Cedar Point changed hands several times in the 1950s, it became one of America's leading amusement parks. Today, the park is best known as the world's
largest amusement park and the "Roller Coaster Capital of the World."
Images and Intervention Mar 29 2022 Cottam explains the patterns of U.S. intervention in Latin America by focusing on the cognitive images that have dominated policy
makers' world views, influenced the procession of information, and informed strategies and tactics. She employs a number of case studies of intervention and analyzes
decision-making patterns from the early years of the cold war in Guatemala and Cuba to the post-cold-war policies in Panama and the war on drugs in Peru. Using two
particular images-the enemy and the dependent-Cottam explores why U.S. policy makers have been predisposed to intervene in Latin America when they have perceived an
enemy (the Soviet Union) interacting with a dependent (a Latin American country), and why these images led to perceptions that continued to dominate policy into the
post-cold-war era.
American Photographs Oct 04 2022 The use of the visual arts to show us our own moral and economic situation has today fallen almost completely into the hands of the
photographer. It is for him to fix and to reveal the whole aspect of our society: to record for use in the future our disasters and our claims to divinity. Walker
Evans, photographing in New England or Louisiana, watching a Cuban political funeral or a Mississippi flood, working cautiously so as to disturb nothing in the normal
atmosphere of the average place, can be considered a kind of disembodied, burrowing eye, a conspirator against time and its hammers. His photographs are the records of
contemporary civilization in eastern American.~In the reproductions presented here, two large divisions have been made. The photographs are arranged to be seen in
their given sequence. In the first part, which might be labeled "People by Photography," we have an aspect of America for which it would be difficult to claim too
much. The physiognomy of a nation is laid on your table. In the second part are pictures which refer to the continuous fact of an indigenous American expression,
whatever its source, whatever form it has taken, whether in sculpture, paint, or architecture: that native accent we find again in Kentucky mountain and cowboy ballads
and in contemporary swing-music. --from the jacket of the 1938 edition~More than any other artist, Walker Evans invented the image of essential America that we have
long since accepted as fact. His work, presented in stark and prototypical form in American Photographs, has made its impact not only on photography but also on modern
literature, film, and the traditional visual arts. First published in 1938 by The Museum of Modern Art, American Photographs has often been out of print. This edition
uses duotone plates made for the 1988 edition from original prints, and makes Evans' landmark book available again. The design and typography have been recreated as
precisely as possible.
African American Topeka Jun 07 2020 African Americans arrived in Topeka right before and after the Civil War and again in large numbers during the Exodus Movement of
1879 and Great Migration of 1910. They came in protest of the treatment they received in the South. The history of dissent lived on in Topeka, as it became the home to
court cases protesting discrimination of all kinds. African Americans came to the city determined that education would provide them a better life. Black educators
fostered a sense of duty toward schooling, and in 1954 Topeka became a landmark for African Americans across the country with the Brown vs. Topeka Board of Education
case. Blacks from every walk of life found refuge in Kansas and, especially, Topeka. The images in African American Topeka have been selected to give the reader a
glimpse into the heritage of black life in the community. The richness of the culture and values of this Midwestern city are a little-known secret just waiting to be
exhibited.
Early Wall Street: 1830-1940 Jul 29 2019 Early Wall Street: 1830 1940 traces the development of New York s financial district, from the low-lying city of the early
19th century, through the building boom of the 1870s and 1880s, and into the skyscraper era. A sequence of views shows 40 Wall Street as a modest three-story walk-up
topped by a figure from Greek mythology, then the stately Victorian structure that replaced it, and finally, the skyscraper that missed being the tallest building in
the world by a spire s length. A rare 1860s photograph captures the first New York Stock Exchange building when the marble on the exterior was still pristine. In these
images, Wall Street celebrates, and Wall Street mourns. Stagecoaches clog Broadway, clipper ships dock at East River piers, and elevated trains chug through the
financial district."
Northwest Bronx Apr 05 2020 Northwest Bronx is home to Wave Hill, Van Cortlandt Park, Woodlawn Cemetery, the New York Botanical Garden, and a variety of colleges and
universities. Hunter College served as a training facility during World War II, and Mark Twain, Theodore Roosevelt's family, and Arturo Toscanini once lived at Wave
Hill. Pres. John F. Kennedy's boyhood home is only steps from Wave Hill, and George Washington slept at the Van Cortlandt Mansion. Northwest Bronx features an array of
vintage photographs of the borough's neighborhoods, from Spuyten Duyvil, Kingsbridge, Riverdale, and Woodlawn to the neighborhoods north of Fordham Road and west of
the Bronx River.
Long Beach Oct 24 2021 In 1906, Sen. William H. Reynolds purchased an abandoned barrier island along the south shore of Long Island and vowed to turn it into a great
city. What is now Long Beach, the "City by the Sea," soon drew visitors who came for its summer resorts, boardwalk, dance pavilions, casino, and luxury hotels. Two
world wars, Prohibition, and easy railroad access turned summer residences into year-long homes for thousands eager to live by the seaside and raise families in what
has been known as "America's Healthiest City." The images of Long Beach reflect the diversity of the city's architecture, culture, religions, and unique neighborhoods.
Photographs show the storied inhabitants and bungalows of the West End, water-lined homes of the canals, the 2.1-mile boardwalk, and long white sand beach.
Charlottesville, the African-American Community May 07 2020
Images of the American City Jan 15 2021 The conversion of an agricultural nation into an overwhelmingly urbanized continent was accompanied by Americans' attempts to
make sense of what was happening. Within these pages, Anselm L. Strauss depicts the vast and varied color of American urban development and the imagery associated with
it. This reprinted classic focuses on individuals rather than institutions. It describes what people have felt about their cities, whether they lived within or outside
them. Its concerns are with regional periods of urban growth and development insofar as they relate to individual reactions and life-styles. In analyzing these
feelings, the author maintains, one can depict how Americans have lived in their cities and how they have coped with the problems raised by the conditions of urban
life.
Enemy Images in American History Sep 03 2022
Party Images in the American Electorate May 31 2022 Party affiliation has long been the driving force behind electoral politics in the United States. Despite this
fact, scant attention has been devoted to the American electorate’s party images—the "mental pictures" that individuals have about the parties which enable citizens to
translate events in the larger political environment into terms meaningful to them as individuals. Party images are central to understanding individuals’ political
perceptions and, ultimately, voting behavior. Party Images in the American Electorate systematically examines the substance, evolution, and manipulation of party
images within the American public over the last half century, both within the public as a whole and within important subgroups based on class, race and ethnicity, sex,

and religiosity. Ultimately, this important book investigates how these party images are tied into the story of party polarization and how they affect electoral
outcomes in the United States.
Sacred Images Feb 13 2021 Sixty color and 15 bandw photographs utilize natural light and show Utah's prehistoric rock art images in the context of the surrounding
canyons. The photos are presented with brief captions, and with the words of Ute, Paiute, Hopi, and Northwest Shoshone individuals who describe the what the art means
to them personally. An introductory essay discusses the various artistic styles of native peopls of this region over a period of 8,000 years. N. Scott Momaday supplied
the foreword. A lovely book. No index or references. 10x11" Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Images Jun 19 2021 Offers approximately 250 paintings, engravings, and drawings which depict scenes of music, dance, religious practice, and storytelling in the
everyday lives of African-Americans.
Popular Images of American Presidents Nov 24 2021 The contributors to this volume examine the popular images of twenty-two American presidents. They attempt to
determine the public standing of these presidencies and consider each president in terms of his image over time. It is argued that fluctuations in succeeding
generations' interpretations of past presidents are significant to understanding the kaleidoscopic nature of presidential images. A variety of analytical approaches is
employed, including examination of historical narrative, content analysis of editorials and news coverage, and explication of public opinion survey data. For public
reactions and the reactions of other leadership figures, the contributors have drawn from the contemporary press as well as from the writings of historians and
political scientists. This collection of essays will open avenues of thought on American political history anb shed new light on the character of past presidents. It
will be indispensable to those engaged in the study of political history and political science.
Filipinos in Stockton Mar 05 2020 The first Filipino settlers arrived in Stockton, California, around 1898, and through most of the 20th century, this city was home
to the largest community of Filipinos outside the Philippines. Because countless Filipinos worked in, passed through, and settled here, it became the crossroads of
Filipino America. Yet immigrants were greeted with signs that read "Positively No Filipinos Allowed" and were segregated to a four-block area centered on Lafayette and
El Dorado Streets, which they called "Little Manila." In the 1970s, redevelopment and the Crosstown Freeway decimated the Little Manila neighborhood. Despite these
barriers, Filipino Americans have created a vibrant ethnic community and a rich cultural legacy. Filipino immigrants and their descendants have shaped the history,
culture, and economy of the San Joaquin Delta area.
Images of the Spanish-American War, April-August 1898 Nov 05 2022 The most comprehensive photo history of the Spanish-American War to date. The biographies of
generals, admirals and the common solders are recorded. Monuments and other places of interest are examined. Over 700 photographs.
Images of American Radicalism Aug 22 2021
Fifty Houses Apr 17 2021 In 1988, photographer Sandy Sorlien set out on a series of journeys to document the rich architectural heritage that America is losing to the
cheap and banal design aesthetic of tract housing, strip malls, and big-box stores. Her seven-year odyssey took her over 90,000 miles of back roads to every state in
the Union in search of homes that reflect and define the region in which they stand. After making over a thousand house portraits, Sorlien has chosen one
representative image from each state and collected them in this volume.
Images of America Sep 30 2019 "Images of America: Through the European Looking-Glass" explores the construction, transfer, manipulation, refraction and deconstruction of an array of tantalizing, sometimes troubling, but always fascinating views of those elusive United States, as seen by Europeans through the ages.
Reading American Photographs Sep 10 2020 Considers five documentary sequences or narratives: the antebellum portraits of Mathew Brady and others; the Civil War albums
of Alexander Gardner, George Barnard and A.J. Russell; the Western survey and landscape photographs of Timothy O'Sullivan, A.J. Russell, and Carleton Watkins; and
social photographs and texts by Alfred Stieglitz and Lewis Hine; as well as documentaries inspired by the Depression, esp. Walker Evans's American Photographs.
Los Angeles's Boyle Heights Jul 21 2021 Boyle Heights was one of the earliest residential areas outside of Los Angeles's original pueblo. From the 1920s through the
1950s, it was the city's most ethnically heterogeneous neighborhood with residents coming from such far-flung places as Mexico, Japan, England, Germany, Russia, and
Armenia, as well as from the eastern, southern, and southwestern United States. Over the years, Boyle Heights has continued to be a focal point for new immigration.
Transformed through the everyday interactions of its diverse residents as well as by political events occurring at the regional, national, and international levels,
the neighborhood's historical and contemporary communities reflect the challenges and potential of living in a pluralistic society.
Words and Images from the American Media May 19 2021 Donald Blumberg: Words and Images from the American Media gathers over 120 images that Blumberg has photographed
directly from newspapers and television screens since the 1960s. In his most recent work from this series, Blumberg's photographs also include closed captioning texts.
This new approach reveals numerous contemporary American cultural expressions and archetypes. Blumberg's presentation of these images is often highly humorous and
darkly satirical, and at times deeply poignant.
America Views China Dec 14 2020 U.S. historians present 16 essays on the American view of the Chinese from the 18th century to the present. Among the perspectives are
art, commerce, missionary activity, diplomacy, popular culture, and a comparison with images of Japan. Includes a general bibliography. Annotation copyrighted by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR
Images of American Living Aug 02 2022 More than three hundred illustrations enhance a study of changing patterns and influences in American building and furnishing
Images of American Life Dec 26 2021 This book analyzes the effect of political and economic forces on the ideas and values disseminated to the general public by
schools, movies, radio, and television. The author shows how similar and conflicting political and economic pressures influence education, movies, and broadcasting.
The book provides an understanding of how ideas are shaped in American society by the interplay between government power, private enterprise, and organized advocacy
groups. The story is complex with many different and conflicting strands. In a broad sense, it is the story of the public education of the American people. The book
does not attempt to measure the actual effect of various media, but it does show what was intended for the education of the public mind by forces that shaped and
continue to shape the content of schools, movies, and broadcasting.
Screening Images of American Masculinity in the Age of Postfeminism Aug 10 2020 This collection of essays presents a sampling of film and television texts,
interrogating images of U.S. masculinity. Rather than using “postfeminist” as a definition of contemporary feminism, this collection uses the term to designate the
period from the late 1980s on—as a point when feminist thought gradually became more mainstream. The movies and TV series examined here have achieved a level of
sustained attention, from critical acclaim, to mass appeal, to cult status. Instead of beginning with a set hypothesis on the effect of the feminist movement on images
of masculinity on film and television, these chapters represent a range of responses, that demonstrate how the conversations within these texts about American
masculinity are often open-ended, allowing both male characters and male viewers a wider range of options. Defining the relationship between U.S. masculinity and
American feminist movements of the twentieth century is a complex undertaking. The essays collected for this volume engage prominent film and television texts that
directly interrogate images of U.S. masculinity that have appeared since second-wave feminism. The contributors have chosen textual examples whose protagonists
actively struggle with the conflicting messages about masculinity. These protagonists are more often works-in-progress, acknowledging the limits of their negotiations
and self-actualization. These chapters also cover a wide range of genres and decades: from action and fantasy to dramas and romantic comedy, from the late 1970s to
today. Taken together, the chapters of Screening Images of American Masculinity in the AgeofPostfeminism interrogate “the possible” screened in popular movies and
television series, confronting the multiple and competing visions of masculinity not after or beyond feminism but, rather, in its very wake.
American Photography Feb 25 2022 The companion book to the PBS television series traces the role of photography in American society, from early snapshots of family
members to advertising, fine art, documentary journalism, and the Internet
Winston-Salem's African American Legacy Oct 12 2020 Winston-Salem was created in 1913 when the City of Winston and the Town of Salem merged. Salem was established in
1766 by the Moravian Church as a devout religious community. The county seat of Winston was formed out of Salem in 1849. African Americans had no voice in the
consolidation; however, these descendants of slaves built a legacy in a "separate and unequal" municipality in the 20th century. The thriving tobacco industry
delivered swift progress for African Americans in the Twin City, placing them on the level of the "Black Wall Street" cities in the South. Slater Industrial Academy
(now Winston-Salem State University) provided the educational foundation. WAAA radio gave the community an active voice in 1950. Winston-Salem's African American
Legacy showcases the significant contributions through the lens of the city's historical cultural institutions.
America 24/7 Dec 02 2019
Pictures and Progress Jan 03 2020 Pictures and Progress explores how, during the nineteenth century and the early twentieth, prominent African American intellectuals
and activists understood photography's power to shape perceptions about race and employed the new medium in their quest for social and political justice. They sought
both to counter widely circulating racist imagery and to use self-representation as a means of empowerment. In this collection of essays, scholars from various
disciplines consider figures including Frederick Douglass, Sojourner Truth, Ida B. Wells, Paul Laurence Dunbar, and W. E. B. Du Bois as important and innovative
theorists and practitioners of photography. In addition, brief interpretive essays, or "snapshots," highlight and analyze the work of four early African American
photographers. Featuring more than seventy images, Pictures and Progress brings to light the wide-ranging practices of early African American photography, as well as
the effects of photography on racialized thinking. Contributors. Michael A. Chaney, Cheryl Finley, P. Gabrielle Foreman, Ginger Hill, Leigh Raiford, Augusta Rohrbach,
Ray Sapirstein, Suzanne N. Schneider, Shawn Michelle Smith, Laura Wexler, Maurice O. Wallace
The Shapes of Change Apr 29 2022 "What is strikingly new about Miss Siegel's achievement is that she goes beyond the usual kind of historical reassessment. . . . She
performs on behalf of this most evanescent of the arts an act of significant recovery. By tracking down--often in rare stage revivals, on film or on videotape--as many
of the works by major creators of the last half century as survive, and by describing them . . . in a manner that combines accuracy and imagination, she has enriched
our knowledge of the past and added immeasurably, to our resent stock of critical resources."--Dale Harris, New York Times Book Review "Siegel has a gut feeling for
dance and a razor-sharp intelligence about it. It's an irresistible combination."--Margaret Pierpont, Dance Magazine "After you've seen and felt dance this
deeply--even vicariously--your way of looking at dance will never be the same."--William Albright, Houston Post She sees, acutely, with her muscles as well as her
eyes. She thinks about dance as much as she experiences it. . . . This is dance choreography reconstituted. Dances leap off the page. . . . The ability to do that is
extraordinary."--Jean Bunke, Des Moines Sunday Register "The sections in which she describes the dances themselves make up the bulk of the book and they are profoundly
illuminating. . . . These descriptions represent an amazing literary, as well as critical, accomplishment, for they are both accurate and resonant, both objective and
enlightening, both formal and personal."--Laura Shapiro, The Real Paper "Siegel draws on her years of experience as a working dance critic, a profession she has helped
to shape, and brings to a range of American dance a sense of honesty and a mind that wants to understand the antecedents of what is currently in vogue as the dance
explosion."--Iris M. Fanger, The Christian Science Monitor
Ideas and Images Oct 31 2019 A reprint of eleven case studies of successful history museum exhibitions supplying a compendium of highly regarded installations which
can stand as a creative guide to other institutions. The contributing museum specialists analyze what works in an outstanding history exhibition from building new
audiences and experimenting with new subjects to design techniques and working with consultants. Among the exhibitions featured are the Hispanic Heritage Wing of the
Museum of International Folk Art and the Indianapolis Children's Museum. Includes photographs. Originally published by the American Association for State and Local
History. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Images of America Aug 29 2019
American Artists, Jewish Images Jun 27 2019 Born over a fifty-year period, the artists in this volume represent several generations of twentieth-century artists.
Examining the work of such influential artists as Mark Rothko, Max Weber, and Ruth Weisberg, Baigell directly confronts their Jewish identity—as a religious, cultural,
and psychological component of their lives—and explores the way in which this influence is reflected in their art. Drawing upon their common heritage, Baigell reveals
the different ways these artists responded to the Great Immigration, the Depression, the Holocaust, the founding of the state of Israel, and the rise of feminism. Each
artist’s varied Jewish experiences have contributed to the creation of a visual language and subject matter that reflect both Jewish assimilation and Jewish continuity
in ways that inform modern Jewish history and changes in present-day America. Offering a fresh examination of well-known artists as well as long overdue attention to
lesser-known artists, Baigell’s incisive observations are indispensable to our understanding of the Jewish themes in these artists' work. Written in a lively and
spirited prose, this book is compulsory reading for those interested in modern American art and Jewish studies.
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